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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider some aspects of critical point theory related to 
minimization results for functionals @: X+ R (X a Banach space) which 
are nondifferentiable. In fact, we assume that the given functionals are 
locally Lipschitzian so that their generalized gradients can be defined 
(cf. Clarke [7, 81). 
A general approach by variational methods for such locally Lipschitzian 
functionals was developed by Chang [S] with the use of the notion of 
generalized gradient of Clarke. By extending the concepts of critical point, 
the Palais-Smale condition, and the deformation lemma, Chang was able 
to generalize several minimax results existing in the literature and to apply 
these results to semilinear partial differential equations with discontinuous 
nonlinearities. 
It is our intention to consider only minimization methods and to provide 
an approach which, instead of being based on the deformation lemma as 
in Chang [S], has its starting point at the well-known Variational 
Principle due to Ekeland [ 10, 111. In its strong form, Ekeland’s Principle 
can be stated as follows: 
Let M be a compIete metric space and @: M + R be a lower semicon- 
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tinuous function which is bounded from below, say c = inf, @. Let E > 0 be 
given and u E M be such that 
Then, for any A > 0, there exists v E M such that 
Q(v) < Q(w) + (c/n) 40, w) vwzv. 
This Principle suggests a quite natural local compactness condition of 
the Palais-Smale type which we define in the following section and use to 
state a first minimization lemma. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, after 
introducing the aforementioned (PS) type condition and one of its variants, 
we use them to state two abstract minimization results. In addition, we 
recall some elements of convex analysis and subdifferential calculus and 
compare our (PS) type condition with the one introduced by Chang in 
[5]. It turns out that these conditions are actually equivalent for locally 
Lipschitzian functionals @: X + R, X a Banach space. Finally, we also 
introduce in Section 2 a weak form of our (PS) type condition which is 
suitable for an important class of locally Lipschitzian functionals (and, for 
such a class, turns out to be equivalent to our original (PS) condition). 
In Section 3, we consider some applications to nonlinear boundary value 
problems of the form 
-du=f(x,u)inQ, Bu=OonaQ, 
where Sz c RN is a bounded smooth domain, B denotes either the Dirichlet 
or the Neumann operator, and f: Q x R + R is a measurable function with 
subcritical growth. Such problems have been investigated by several authors 
(cf. [3-5, 13, 16, and references therein]). Finally, we reserve Section 4 for 
the proofs of all the abstract results which are stated in Section 2. 
In the recent years there has been a renewed and intensified interest in 
Ekeland’s Variational Principle (cf. [ 12, 141, e.g.). Aside from its intrinsic 
elegance and depth, as evidenced by its several and varied applications, 
Ekeland’s Variational Principle seems to have become a natural candidate 
for substitution of Clark’s Deformation Lemma [6] in the Variatonal 
Methods, by providing a simpler and less technical alternative. This paper 
is an attempt to implement such an alternative approach at the level of 
locally Lipschitzian functionals. A continuation of this paper, dealing with 
results of minimax type, which have been extensively explored in the C’ 
case (cf. Rabinowitz [ 15]), is under preparation and will appear elsewhere. 
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2. ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK: MAIN RESULTS 
We start with a variant of Ekeland’s Variational Principle [lo] which 
plays a key role in the proofs of our minimization principles. It involves a 
type of local Palais-Smale condition which is suggested by Ekeland’s Prin- 
ciple and, in fact, is quite natural when one is dealing with functionals 
@: X--+ R (X a Banach space) which are not necessarily differentiable. 
In the more general setting of a function @: it4 -+ R, M a complete metric 
space, let us state the fact that CD satisfies the aforementioned condition 
from above at the level c E R as follows: 
(PS)? +: Whenever (u,) c M, (E,), (6,) c R + are sequences with 
E, + 0,6, + 0, and such that 
@(U,) < Q(U) + E, d(U,, U), if d(u,, U) < 6,, 
then (u,) possesses a convergent subsequence: u,, + li. 
Similarly, we define the (PS),* condition from below, (PS): ~, by inter- 
changing u and U, in the above inequality. And we say that @ satisfies 
(PS),* provided it satisfies (PS): + and (PS): ~ (of course, when M= X is 
a Banach space we let d(u, u) = IJu - uJI in above). 
MINIMIZATION LEMMA. Let M be a complete metric space and let 
@: M + R be a lower semicontinuous function which is bounded from below, 
with say c = inf, @. Zf @ satisfies the condition (PS): + , then c is attained; 
that is, there exists uO E A4 such that @(uO) = c. 
Next we introduce some elements of convex analysis and subdifferential 
calculus (cf. [4, 7, 81, e.g.) which are needed in the formulation of our 
minimization results. 
Let X be a reflexive real Banach space. We say that a given functional 
@: X+ R is locally Lipschitzian (@ E Lip,JX, R)) if, for each u E X, there 
exists an open neighborhood V= V, c X of u and a constant K= K, > 0 
such that 
for all ul, u2 E V. For such a CD the generalized irectional derivative at u E X 
in the direction of u E X is defined by the formula 
@‘(u; u) = lim sup (I/,%)[@(# + h + Au) - @(u + h)]. 
h-0 1.10 
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It follows easily that @‘(u; .) is a subadditive positively homogeneous 
function; that is, 
(i) @O(u; ui + u2) < QO(z.4; or) + @O(u; u2) 
(ii) @‘(u; 3.0) = M’(u; u) for 2 >O and any U, u, u,, u2 EX. In 
particular, @‘(u; . ) is convex and satisfies 
l@‘(u; u)l Q K 114, 
where K = K, > 0 depends only on a neighborhood of u. 
The generalized gradient at u E X of a given Q, E Lip,,, (X, R) is the subset 
M(u) c X* defined by 
a~(~)={~EX*/~“(U;U)~(~,u)vuEX), 
where ( ., . ) is the duality pairing between X* and X. 
Remark. Since @‘(u; .) is a convex function, its subdifferential at z E X 
is well-defined and given by 
&DO(u; z) = { p E x* I @O(u; u) 2 QiO(u; z) + ( p, u - z) vu E X}. 
Therefore, since @‘(u; 0) = 0, the generalized gradient &D(U) is simply the 
subdifferential of @‘(u; . ) at z = 0. 
The following properties can be shown to hold: 
(Pl) For each UE X the set M(u)c X* is convex, nonempty, and 
compact in the weak*-topology; in particular, there exists fi = k(u) such 
that IIPII =min{/l~llx* I PEWS)>; 
(P2) max{ (p, u) 1 ICES@) = @O(u; 0) for any U, VEX, 
(P3) a(@ + Y)(U) c 8@(u) + 13lu(u) for any UE X, @, Ye Lip,,,(X, R); 
(P4) a(M)(u) = k?@(u) for any 1 E R, UE X; 
(P5) If nL, E a@(~,) and U, -+ u in X, p, + p in the weak*--topology 
then p E &D(u); 
(P6) If @ is convex then M(u) = {ALEX* I Q(w) - Q(u) > 
(p, w-u) VWEX}; 
(P7) If Cp is ontinuously Frechet differentiable in a neighborhood of 
UE X then C@(u)= {@‘(a)>. 
A point USE X is said to be a critical point of Q, E Lip,,JX, R) if 
0 E a@(~,). And c E R is a critical value of @ if there exists a critical point 
409/153/Z-12 
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u0 EX with @(uO) = c. We observe that a point of local minimum is a 
critical point. Indeed, in this case we have 
0 < limsup (l/A)[@(uo + Au) - @(uO)] < @O(U,; u) 
AlO 
for any u E X; hence 0 E &D(u,). We are now ready to state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a reflexive real Banach space and @: X + R a 
locally Lipschitzian functional which is bounded from below with c = inf, @. 
Zf @ satisfies (PS): + then c is attained; that is, there exists u. E X such that 
@(uo) = c. In particular, u. is a critical point of @. 
Our next result is a version of Theorem 1 which uses a weak 
Palais-Smale type condition similar to the one introduced by Brezis, 
Coron, and Nirenberg in [2]; namely 
[PSI:+: Whenever (u,) c X, (E,), (6,) c R + are sequences with 
E, --f 0,6, + 0 and such that 
@(%I) G @P(u) + % II%l- 4 if lb,--II dd,, 
then c is a critical value. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a reflexive real Banach space and @p: X -+ R a 
locally Lipschitzian functional which is bounded from below with c = inf, @. 
If @ satisfies [PSI:, then c is attained. 
Remarks. (1) It is not hard to see that (PS),* implies [PSI,* (and 
hence, Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2). However, it should be 
noted that the converse implication is not true (for example, consider a 
periodic Lipschitzian function 0: R -+ R and c = min @ or c = max @). 
(2) In [5] Chang introduced the following Palais-Smale type condi- 
tion for locally Lipschitzian functionals, which reduces to the usual 
Palais-Smale condition when Q, is a C’ functional: 
(PS),: Whenever (u,) c X is such that 
Mu,) = min{ II P, II x* I P, E I@ > + 0, 
then (u,) possesses a convergent subsequence: u,, - ti. 
In Section 4 we prove Proposition 3 below which says that our seemingly 
weaker condition (PS),* is equivalent to (PS), for locally Lipschitzian func- 
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tionals. As a result, our Theorem 1 is equivalent to the corresponding 
theorem of Chang [S, Theorem 3.51 which was proved using a suitable, 
technical version of Clark’s Deformation Lemma for locally Lipschitzian 
functionals [ 5, Theorem 3.11. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a reflexive real Banach space and let 
@E Lip,,,(X, R). Then @ satisfies (PS), if and only if it satisfies (PS),*. 
Last, we introduce a weak Palais-Smale condition in the spirit of (PS),*. 
Namely, we say that @ satisfies (PS):, if it satisfies (PS):,, + and 
(PS)J!,,-, where 
(psrw, + : Whenever (u,) c X, (E,), (6,) c R + are sequences with 
E, -+ 0, 6, -+ 0 and such that 
@(U”) G Q(u) + -%I I% - 4 if IIu,--uII<6,; 
then (u,) possesses a weakly convergent subsequence u,. -+ ti. 
Similarly, (PS):,,- is defined by interchanging u and U, in the above 
inequality. 
It is clear that (PS),* implies (PS):, but not conversely. However, for a 
special and important class of functionals it turns out that these two condi- 
tions are equivalent. This fact is useful in the applications we provide in the 
next section. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a Hilbert space and Y a rejlexive real Banach 
space with XC Y embedded compactly and such that X is dense in Y (as a 
subset of Y). Let @: X -+ R be of the form 
Q(u) = 5 ll4’x- m, u E x, 
where !@ is the restriction @= Y I X if a given locally Lipschitzian functional 
!F Y+R. Then 
Q, satisfies (PS),* if and only if@ satisfies (PS):,.. 
Remarks. (3) Typically, X is taken to be HA(Q) or H’(Q) and Y= 
Lp(Q), p < 2* = 2N/(N- 2), where Q is a bounded domain in RN. 
(4) In these typical cases, when Y (hence @) is a given C’ potential 
j f(x, U) dx (with f a Caratheodory function f: Q x R + R with subcritical 
growth p as above) we have that V@(U) = u - T(u) with T: X+ X a 
compact operator, and Proposition 4 expresses the fact that the usual 
(PSLW implies the usual (PS), in this case. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
Let 52 cRN be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 8Q. We 
consider nonlinear boundary value problems of the form 
-du=f(x, u) in Sz 
Bu=O on asz, 
(+I 
where B denotes either the Dirichlet or the Neumann boundary condition 
and f: 52 x R -+ R is a measurable function with subcritical growth; that is, 
f satisfies 
If(x,s)l <a+b bIO for all s E R, a.e. x E Q, (fl) 
wherea,b>OandO<cro((N+2)/(N-2)ifNB3 (Odg<co ifN=l,2). 
Following Chang [S] we denote 
f(x, t) = lim inf f(x, s), f(x, t) = lim sup f(x, S) 
S-f s-l 
and assume that 
f, f: Q x R + R are N-measurable. (f2) 
Remark. Hypothesis (f2) is satisfied, for example, in the following situa- 
tions: (i) f(x, S) =f(s) is independent of x; (ii) f(x, s) is Baire measurable 
in Q x R and nondecreasing in S. In this latter case we have 
f(x, t)=min{f(x, t+O),f(x, t-O)>, 
Ax, t) = max{f(x, t + Oh f(x, t - O)}, 
where f(x, t + 0) denote the side limits f(x, t f 0) = lim, r,, f(x, t f 6). 
A function u E IV2tP(Q), p > 1, is called a solution of (4) if it satisfies the 
boundary condition Bu = 0 on a52 (trace sense) and the differential 
inequality 
a.e. in 52. (1) 
On the other hand, we may consider critical points of the locally 
Lipschitzian functional @ associated to (+), namely, 
CD(u) = ;il, lVu12 dx - ja F(x, u) dx = Q(u) - 9(u), UEX, (2) 
where F(x, S) = f; f( x, a) do and X=Hh(O) (or H’(Q), according to 
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whether we take Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition). Indeed, in 
view of hypothesis (fi), the function I;: Q x R + R and the corresponding 
functional y on Y = L”+ l(Q) can be easily seen to be locally Lipschitzian. 
By the Sobolev embedding Xc Y we then obtain that p= Y 1 X and 
(hence) @ are locally Lipschitzian on X, so that we may look for critical 
points a0 E X of @: X-+ R, that is, solutions of 
0 E a@(u), u E x. (3) 
With the aid of the following result due to Aubin and Clarke [ 1 ] and 
Chang [S], it can be shown that critical points of @ are indeed solutions 
of (+) as defined above (cf. (1)). 
THEOREM 0. Assume (f, ), (f2). Then !P is locally Lipschitzian on Y = 
L”+ ‘(52) and 
6) Wu) = a,F(., 4-I) = Cf(x, u(x)), .0x, 4x))l a.e. 
Moreover, if @= Y 1 X, where X= H;(Q) or H’(Q), then 
1 
(ii) aul(u)caY(u)for all uEX. 
For the proof of Theorem 0 above we refer the reader to Chang 
[S, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21. Let us only verify here how it can be used to 
show that (3) indeed implies (1) in this case, namely 
COROLLARY. Zf (f,), (f2) hold then any critical point u0 of CD is a solution 
of(+). 
Proof. If u0 is a critical point of @ then 
0 E a@(u,) c lQ(u,) + a( - P)( 240) (4) 
in view of property (P3). Therefore, since aQ(u,) = {Q’(u~)}, where 
( Q’(uo), u ) = Jo VU, . Vu, (4) means that 
0~ Vu,Vudx+(-~)“(uo;o) s VVEX, R 
that is, 
I VuoV(-u)dx<(-@o(uo;v) VUEX. 52 
But then, as ( - 4)” (U o; u) = !?(‘(u,; --a), we obtain that 
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hence ,u~ = -duo E a!&~~) c alu(u,) in view of Theorem O(ii). Finally, from 
ayu,)c(L~+l)*=L(~+l)l~ and Theorem O(i), it follows that -Au,E 
L(O+ 1)‘u, so that u. E W*,(“+ 1)‘0 and 
--dUo(X)E [J-(x, u,(x)), .0X? u,(x))1 a.e. in G?; 
that is, u,, is a solution of (4). 1 
Next we state and prove two basic results which give examples of locally 
Lipschitzian functionals satisfying the Palais-Smale conditions (PS),* and 
[PSI,*. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let X= HA(Q) and ~3: X+ R be of the form 
Q(u) = ; j-Q lVul* dx - JQ G(x, u) dx, 
where G( ., u) is measurable for all u E R and G(x, .) is globally Lipschitzian 
uniformly for x in 0, that is, IG(x, s) - G(x, t)l Q M Is - t 1 for all s, t E R, 
a.e. x E 0, and some constant M> 0. Then @ satisfies condition (PS)f for 
any CER. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let X= H’(Q) and @: X --* R be of the form 
@(u)=(f lvul’dx- j G(u)dx-J hudx, 
R R n 
where G: R + R is Lipschitzian, periodic of period T, and h E L’(Q) satisfies 
jD h dx = 0. Then @ satisfies condition [PSI,* for any c E R. 
Proof of Proposition 5. We show that @ satisfies (PS): + since the proof 
of (PS): ~ is entirely similar. Let (u,) c X and (E,), (6,) c R, be such that 
@(u,) + c and 
@‘(%z) Q @P(U) +E, 11% - UII if IIu,-uI] <6,. 
Then, if 6 llhll < 6,, we obtain 
@(u,) - @‘(u, - Sh) 6 SE,, llhll 
Taking h = U, and 6 > 0 such that 6 IIu,,]I < 6, yields 
@(%2)-@((1-~)%)~~E, II&7/I, 
that is, 
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Dividing by 6 > 0 and using the fact that IG(x, s) - G(x, t)l < M Is - t/ we 
obtain 
(1 -WI IbnI12-M!*, b,I dxG&, llunll; 
hence 
(1 -@I ll%l12Q~1 II%lILZ+E” l14zII <(M,+E”) II%lI 
by Poincare’s inequality, where we note that the constants M, - M2 + E, 
are uniformly bounded since E, + 0. We have shown that there exists 
M’>O such that 
(1-V) lI~nl12~~’ IlUnII 
provided 6 > 0 satisfies 6 IIu, II < 6,. Letting 6 -+ 0 we obtain I(u, II * d 
M’ ll4II 9 so that I/U, II Q M’ and (u,) possesses a weakly convergent 
subsequence. 
Thus @ satisfies the weak Palais-Smale condition (PS)&,,, + . In view of 
Proposition 4 with X= HA(Q) c L’(Q)= Y, @ also satisfies the stronger 
condition (PS): + . 
Proof of Proposition 6. Decompose the space X= HA(Q) as the direct 
sum 
where X, = (1) is the space of constants functions and X,, = Xf is the 
space of Z-I’-functions with mean value zero. Again, we only show that @ 
satislies [ PS] r + since the proof of [ PS]: ~ is similar. Let (u,) c X and 
(E,), (6,) c R + be such that @(u,) + c and 
@(%) d Q(u) + 8, II U” - 24 II if llu,--II <6”. 
We write U, = u, + c, where u, E X0, c, E X, = R. Then, since h E X0 and 
IG(s)l GM, we have 
2; ~Vu,~2dx-MlQl-A~1’2 
s R 
(jQh2dx)1’2(jJVunl’dx)“2 (5) 
in view of Poincari’s inequality 2, Sn u* < Jn lVul*, Vu E X0. Since @(u,) + c 
it follows that 
i 
IVu,I’ dx is bounded; 
R 
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hence JIv,JI is also bounded. On the other hand, defining ti, = v, + i2,, were 
c, = E, (mod T) and P, E [0, T), and noting that the functional @ is 
T-periodic, we obtain 
@(&I) G Q(u) + f% Il(k - u) + (cn - f,)Il 
if I/z&-((u+?,-cc,)]1 ~6,; that is, 
@(%) G Q(w) +&PI I & - wll 
if I/z&, - wll < 6,. Since (6,) is bounded, some subsequence of (~2,) is weakly 
convergent, say fi,- 6. By the proof of Proposition 4, we obtain that 
22, -+ 22. In particular, 
@(fin) + @(a) = c. 
Finally, letting w = ti, + 6,~ with Ilull < 1 in above gives 
qt;, + 6,v) - @(ii,) 3 -En b,, 
hence 
--i:& [@@,+6,v)-@(ii,)]; 
n 
so that, passing to the limit as n + 00 and recalling that fi, -+ &, we obtain 
0 < @O(ti; u) 
for all I( VII < 1. Therefore 0 < @‘(li; u) for all v E X, that is, 
0 E aqii). 
Since @(ti) = c, it follows that c is a critical value. 1 
APPLICATION 1. We consider the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 
--Au= g(x, 24) in Sz 
u=o on a52 P) 
where g: Sz x R + R is a measurable function satisfying condition (f,) with 
c = 0 and (f,), that is, satisfying 
I g(x, s)[ d A4 for all s E R, a.e. x E 52, and 
g, 8: Q x R + R are N-measurable 
(Sl) 
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THEOREM 7. Assume (g,). Then (D) has a solution UE W2~“(f2) in the 
sense of (1). 
Proof In view of Corollary 0 it is enough to find a critical point of the 
locally Lipschitzian functional 
Q(u) = ; jD lVu1 2 dx - lD G(x, u) dx, u E x= H&Q). 
Since G(x, .) is globally Lipschitzian uniformly for a.e. x E Q, it follows 
from Proposition 5 that @ satisfies condition (PS): for any c E R. There- 
fore, since @ is clearly bounded from below, the result follows from 
Theorem 1. 
Remark. Of course, the above result could also be obtained by noting 
that the functional @ is in fact coercive and weakly lower semicontinuous. 
The point in the proof just given is the fact that @ satisfies condition (PS),*. 
APPLICATION 2. We consider the nonlinear Neumann problem 
-Au = g(u) + h(x) in R 
au G=o on am 
(NJ 
under the following conditions: 
g: R + R is bounded measurable and T-periodic with Jr g(s) ds = 0; 
k3) 
h E L2(Q) satisfies I 
h(x) dx = 0. k4) 
R 
THEOREM 8. Zf (g3), (g4) hold then (N) has a solution. 
Proof: We find a critical point of the locally Lipschitzian functional 
@(u)=$j” 
n 
IV~I~dx-~~G(u)dx-j hudx, zAEX=H’(SZ), 
R 
where G(u) = j;; g is Lipschitzian and T-periodic in view of (g3). Indeed, by 
Proposition 6, @ satisfies condition [PSI,* for any c E R. Therefore, since 
(5) shows that @ is bounded from below, we can use Theorem 2 to 
conclude that the inlimum c = inf, @ is attained and hence that @ has a 
critical point. 
Remark. Theorem 8 generalizes corresponding results in [9, 171 for g 
continuous. 
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4. PROOFS OF MAIN ABSTRACT RESULTS 
We start with a proof of the minimization lemma. Let @: A4 --f R be a 
lower semicontinuous function on the complete metric space M with 
c = inf, @ > -cc and such that @ satisfies the condition (PS): +. If 
(u,) c X is a minimizing sequence with 6, = @(u,) - c > 0, 6, + 0, then let- 
ting E = 6,, II = S!,” in Ekeland’s Variational Principle [ 10, Theorem 1.11, 
we obtain a sequence (u,) such that 
@(un) d @(unL 
dun, 0”) d q*, 
@(u,) < G(u) + 6;” d(u, u,) if u#u,. 
In particular, we have @(u,) + c and @(u,) < Q(u) + SLi2 d(u,, U) for all 
u E X, so that (a,) possesses a convergent subsequence by the condition 
tps): + : u,, + ti. But then, since @ is lower semicontinuous, we obtain that 
@(ti) 6 lim inf @(u,,) = c, hence @(ti) = c. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Simply let M= X, d(u, u) = I/U- ull in the mini- 
mization lemma and recall that, for a locally Lipschitzian functional 
@: X + R, a point of (local) minimum ti E X is a critical point of @, that is, 
OEa@(a). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Ekeland’s Variational Principle, there 
exists a sequence (u,) c X such that @(a,) + c and @(u,) G @j(u) + 
E, IIu,--uUJI if I/u,--uII GE,, where (6,)~ R,, E, -+O, is a given sequence. 
Therefore, using the condition [PS]: + for this sequence (u,), we conclude 
that c is a critical value; that is, there exists ti E X such that @(ti) = c and 
OE a@(a). 1 
Next we prove Proposition 3 which says that, for locally Lipschitzian 
functionals, our condition (PS),* is equivalent to the condition (PS), 
introduced by Chang. 
Proof of Proposition 3. (PS), => (PS),* : Let (u,) c X, (E,), (6,) c R, be 
such that E, -+ 0, 6, + 0, and 
@(u,) + c, 
@(u,) G Q(u) + &I II% - UII if llu,--~lI 66,. 
Writing u=u,+& with /lull = 1, 0<6<6,, we obtain 
-En 6 Q @(u, + 6v) - @fun); 
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hence 
-f C@(%I+6u)-@(u,)] GE,, 0<666”, 
so that, letting 6 + 0 and denoting by w, the element in a@(~,) such that 
(w,, u) = @O(u,; v) Vu E X, it follows that 
Therefore we obtain 1 (w,, u ) 1 < E, for all llull = 1, so that 
4%) = II w, II x* = min{ II pL, /Ix* I p, E a@(~,)} < E, + 0 
as n + co, and (PS), implies that (u,) possesses a convergent subsequence. 
Thus (PS),? + holds and, similarly, we also show that (PS),. implies 
(PS)Z .- 
Conversely, let us assume that (PS),* holds and let (u,) c X be such that 
@(u,) --+ c, 
m(u,) = IIU’,Il,%- = min{ IIi411X* I kEa@(4)> --+a 
Then, writing E, = m(u,), we have 
I(w,, o>l d&l v II4 = 1, 
and, since (w,, u) = @‘(IL,,; u), it follows that 
provided that O< 6 < 6, = a,,(~,). From the above two inequalities we 
conclude that 
@(u, + 6u) d @(u,) + 2 SE,. (7) 
Therefore, (6), (7), and the fact that @ satisfies (PS),* imply that (u,) 
possesses a convergent subsequence. We have shown that @ satisfies (PS), 
and the proof is complete. 1 
As a consequence of the proof of Proposition 3 we obtain the following 
result, where the weak Palais-Smale condition (PS):, has already been 
defined and the weak Palais-Smale condition (PS),, is the corresponding 
weak form of the (PS), condition introduced by Chang (replacing 
convergent subsequence by weakly convergent subsequence). 
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COROLLARY 3. If @ E Lip,,,(X, R), X a reflexive real Banach space, then 
@ satisfies (PS),, if and only if CD satisfies (PS):,. 
ProoJ Simply replace convergent subsequence by weakly convergent 
subsequence in the proof of Proposition 3. 
Finally, we prove Proposition 4 which is the analogue, for locally 
Lipschitzian functionals, of the fact that a functional @: X + R (X= HA(Q) 
or H’(Q)) of the form Q(u)= Il1411~/2- !@(u), with @ a C’ potential with 
subcritical growth, has a gradient of the form V@(U) = U- T(U), T: X-+ X 
a compact operator, and, hence, the usual (PS), condition is equivalent to 
the weak (PS),. condition. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let @: X + R be of the form 
Q’(u) = 4 II4:,- m, 24 Ex, 
where X is a Hilbert space and p is the restriction p= Y I X of a locally 
Lipschitzian functional !J? Y + R, with Y a reflexive Banach space such 
that Xc Y is embedded compactly and X is dense in Y (as a subspace 
of Y). 
We want to show that (PS):, implies (PS),* or, in view of Proposition 
3, that (PS),;w implies (PS),.. 
So, assume that @ as above satisfies (PS),:., and let (u,) c X be such that 
m(u,) = II w, II x* = min( II pn II x* I pn E W4J > + 0. 
(8) 
Then, for a subsequence (still labelled u,) and some ti E X, we have 
u, - zi in X. (9) 
On the other hand, since a( Ilu/l:/2)= {,4u), where A: X+ X* is the 
canonical isomorphism, we obtain 
&D(u,) c Au, - fYP(u,J 
in view of properties (P3) and (P4) with A = - 1. Therefore, 
W”=kI-P,, (10) 
where w,~M(u,) is the element of minimal norm given in (8) and P,,E 
a!&~,) c aul(u,) c Y*. Now, since (9) and the compact embedding Xc Y 
imply that u, + ti in Y, it is not hard to see from the definition of a!?’ that 
the set IJ, aY(u,)c Y* is bounded. Therefore, the set {pn} c Y* is 
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bounded and, since the embedding Y* c X* is compact, we obtain for a 
subsequence (still labelled p,) and some /? E X* that 
Pn+b in X*. (11) 
It follows from (lo), (ll), and the fact that w, + 0 in X* that 
u,=n-‘w,+n~‘p,~O+n~la in X. 
We have shown that U, + ti = A -‘b in X, so that @ satisfies (PS),. The 
proof is complete. 1 
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